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Abstract. Distributed Artificial Intelligence is attracting interest day
by day. In this paper, the authors introduce an innovative methodol-
ogy for distributed learning of Particle Swarm Optimization-based Fuzzy
Cognitive Maps in a privacy-preserving way. The authors design a train-
ing scheme for collaborative FCM learning that offers data privacy com-
pliant with the current regulation. This method is applied to a cancer
detection problem, proving that the performance of the model is im-
proved by the Federated Learning process, and obtaining similar results
to the ones that can be found in the literature.
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1 Introduction

3 Distributed Artificial Intelligence is a subfield of Artificial Intelligence that
studies the coordination among several semi-autonomous agents called partici-
pants. Such systems are able to solve more complex problems involving a large
amount of data, but there are privacy concerns about sharing sensitive informa-
tion.

Federated Learning is a novel approach to Distributed Artificial Intelligence
that enables privacy-preserving communications by sharing the model (or gra-
dients) instead of the data. A central server sends a model to be trained by the
participants with their local data, who send the parameters of the model back to
the server to be aggregated. After iterating this process, the output is a model
that has been trained with the private information of all participants.

This method is especially useful when dealing with sensitive data, from do-
mains such as finance or healthcare. In this paper, the authors propose a Fed-
erated Fuzzy Cognitive Map approach to help diagnose malignant breast tumor
cells.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
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– Distributed learning. The authors propose a PSO-based FCM learning in a
distributed way.

– Privacy-preserving machine learning. The authors design a training scheme
for collaborative FCM learning that offers data privacy. This proposal en-
ables multiple participants to learn a FCM model on their own inputs, pre-
serving the privacy of their own data and complying with data privacy reg-
ulations.

– Implementation. The authors evaluate the performance of the proposal with
a well-known dataset of cancer diagnosis. The experimental results show that
the proposal achieve a similar performance to other non-distributed methods
and improves the performance of the non-collaborative approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss existing funda-
mentals of FCM and the learning approach in Section 2. Distributed Artificial
Intelligence is described in Section 3. Then, we present the methodological pro-
posal in Section 4. Section 5 describes the details of the experimental approach
and the results. Finally, we draw a conclusion in Section 6.

2 Fuzzy Cognitive Maps

2.1 Fundamentals

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) were initially proposed by Kosko [3]. FCMs rep-
resent concepts, variables or features as nodes, the relationships between them
as arcs, and the strengths of those relations as weights. It means that a weight
assesses how much node X causes node Y . The fuzzy weights for arcs are nor-
malised on the range {[0,+1]|[−1,+1]}, depending if it includes negative values
or not. The maximum negative influence is −1 and the maximum positive in-
fluence is +1. The value zero shows that there is no relationship between the
concepts. For computational purposes, FCMs can be described via a weight ma-
trix (connection or adjacency matrix) which contains all weight values of edges
between the concepts.

The relationships between the nodes are expressed by their weights. That is,
if there is a positive causality between two nodes, then ϖij > 0. If there is a
negative causality,then ϖij < 0 and if there is no relationship between the two
nodes, then ϖij = 0. The state of the nodes together is shown in the state vector
c = [c1, c2, . . . , cN ] that gives a snapshot of nodes at any point of the instant in
the scenario.

From a formal point of view, it is possible to represent a FCM as a 4-tuple
Φ = ⟨c,W, f, r⟩, where c = {ci}ni=1 is the state of the nodes with n as the number
of nodes,W = [ϖij ]n×n is the adjacency matrix representing the weights between
the nodes, f is the activation function, and r is the nodes’ range.

FCMs are dynamical systems involving feedback, where the effect of change
in the state of a node may affect the state of other nodes, which in turn can
affect the former node [7].
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The dynamic starts with an initial vector state c(0) =
(
c1(0), . . . , cn(0)

)
,

which represents the initial state (value) of each node. The new state of the nodes
is computed as an iterative process. It includes an activation function [1] for map-
ping monotonically the node state into a normalized range {[0,+1]|[−1,+1]}. If
the range is [0,+1], the unipolar sigmoid is the most used activation function,
but hyperbolic tangent is the most used when the range is [−1,+1].

The component i of the vector state at time t, ci(t), can be computed as

ci(t) = f

(
n∑

j=1

ϖji · cj(t− 1)

)
. (1)

Some systems include nodes whose states should be steady because their
states are not related with the dynamics of the system but their state has some
influence on the state of the other nodes (i.e. sun radiation, wind speed and
so on). In such cases, the state of the node is the same along the dynamics
ci(t) = c(t− 1) | ci ∈ O, where O is the set of output concepts.

If the activation function f is unipolar sigmoid, then the component i of the
vector state ci(t) at the instant t is computed as follows

ci(t) =
(
1 + e−λ·

∑n
j=1 ϖji·cj(t−1)

)−1

(2)

If the activation function f is hyperbolic tangent, then the component i of
the vector state ci(t) at the instant t is computed as follows

ci(t) =
eλ·

∑n
j=1 ϖji·cj(t−1) − e−λ·

∑n
j=1 ϖji·cj(t−1)

eλ·
∑n

j=1 ϖji·cj(t−1) + e−λ·
∑n

j=1 ϖji·cj(t−1)
(3)

After the dynamics, the FCM reaches one of the three following states after
a number of iterations: it settles down to either a fixed pattern of node values
(the so-called hidden pattern), a limited cycle, or a fixed-point attractor.

2.2 Augmented FCMs

According to the FCM literature [4], an augmented adjacency matrix is built
by aggregating the adjacency matrix of each FCM. The elements’ aggregation
depends on whether there are common nodes. If the adjacency matrices had no
common nodes, the elements ϖij in the augmented matrix (⊗N

i=1) are computed
by adding the adjacency matrix of each FCM model (Wi).

The addition method when the adjacency matrices have not common nodes
is known as direct sum of matrices, and the augmented matrix is denoted as
⊗N

i=1ϖi. Given a couple of FCMs with no common nodes and even different
number of nodes with adjacency matrices [ϖij ]n×n and [ϖkl]m×m, the resulting
augmented adjacency matrix is as follows

⊗N
i=1ϖi = diag(ϖjk, ϖlo)

=

(
0 [ϖjk]r×r

[ϖlo]m×m 0

) (4)
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where N is the number or adjacency matrices to add, zeroes are actually zero
matrices and the dimension of ⊗N

i=1ϖi is [·]m+r×m+r. In the case of common
nodes, they would be computed as the average or weighted average of the states
of the nodes in each adjacency matrix.

2.3 FCM for classification

FCMs classification capabilities have been analysed by [8]. In general terms, the
main goal of a conventional classifier is the mapping of an input to a specific
output according to a pattern. In this proposal, the input concepts represent the
features of the dataset, while the output concepts are the classes’ labels where
the patterns belong.

Figure 1 shows the typical topology of a FCM classifier where the state of
the concepts c1 and c2 defines the class where the input vector state belongs. In
that sense, if c1 > c2 the input vector state belongs to class 1 but if c1 < c2 the
input vector state belongs to class 2. Note that ci ∈ {[−1,+1], [0,+1]}, therefore
if c1 = 0.03 and c2 = 0.1, then the input vector state belong to class 2.

Features

c1

<latexit sha1_base64="lJnx9RRM1HT7YKbKEXBOue0c2zM=">AAAB5HicbZC7TgJBFIbP4g3xhprY2EwkJlZk12C0JNhYQpRLAhsyO5yFCbOXzMyakA1voJVRO9/At7D0BWx8FodLoeBffXP+f5LzHy8WXGnb/rIyK6tr6xvZzdzW9s7uXn7/oKGiRDKss0hEsuVRhYKHWNdcC2zFEmngCWx6w+uJ37xHqXgU3ulRjG5A+yH3OaPajG5Z1+nmC3bRnoosgzOHQvmo9s3fKx/Vbv6z04tYEmComaBKtR071m5KpeZM4DjXSRTGlA1pH9sGQxqgctPpqmNy6keS6AGS6ft3NqWBUqPAM5mA6oFa9CbD/7x2ov0rN+VhnGgMmYkYz08E0RGZNCY9LpFpMTJAmeRmS8IGVFKmzV1ypr6zWHYZGudFp1S8qJk7VGCmLBzDCZyBA5dQhhuoQh0Y9OERXuDV8q0H68l6nkUz1vzPIfyR9fYDqS+OxQ==</latexit>

c2

<latexit sha1_base64="uapnpkOXVu3p6mNfHg6pBscEqTg=">AAAB5HicbZC7TgJBFIbP4g3xhprY2EwkJlZkl2i0JNhYQpRLAhsyO5yFCbOXzMyakA1voJVRO9/At7D0BWx8FodLoeBffXP+f5LzHy8WXGnb/rIyK6tr6xvZzdzW9s7uXn7/oKGiRDKss0hEsuVRhYKHWNdcC2zFEmngCWx6w+uJ37xHqXgU3ulRjG5A+yH3OaPajG5Zt9TNF+yiPRVZBmcOhfJR7Zu/Vz6q3fxnpxexJMBQM0GVajt2rN2USs2ZwHGukyiMKRvSPrYNhjRA5abTVcfk1I8k0QMk0/fvbEoDpUaBZzIB1QO16E2G/3ntRPtXbsrDONEYMhMxnp8IoiMyaUx6XCLTYmSAMsnNloQNqKRMm7vkTH1nsewyNEpF57x4UTN3qMBMWTiGEzgDBy6hDDdQhTow6MMjvMCr5VsP1pP1PItmrPmfQ/gj6+0Hqq2Oxg==</latexit>

c3

<latexit sha1_base64="RZgj9ia700Ciitg987N36MDsrtM=">AAAB5HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuw6wUtQ2wsEzQXSJYwOzmbDJm9MDMrhCVvoJWonW/gW1j6AjY+i5NLoYl/9c35/4HzHy8WXGnb/rIyS8srq2vZ9dzG5tb2Tn53r66iRDKssUhEsulRhYKHWNNcC2zGEmngCWx4g+ux37hHqXgU3ulhjG5AeyH3OaPajG5Z56yTL9hFeyKyCM4MCqWD6jd/L39UOvnPdjdiSYChZoIq1XLsWLsplZozgaNcO1EYUzagPWwZDGmAyk0nq47IsR9JovtIJu/f2ZQGSg0Dz2QCqvtq3hsP//Naifav3JSHcaIxZCZiPD8RREdk3Jh0uUSmxdAAZZKbLQnrU0mZNnfJmfrOfNlFqJ8WnfPiRdXcoQxTZeEQjuAEHLiEEtxABWrAoAeP8AKvlm89WE/W8zSasWZ/9uGPrLcfrCuOxw==</latexit>

c4

<latexit sha1_base64="+098v/vhL1g1gdNNWh3j/uTnmaU=">AAAB5HicbZC7TgJBFIbP4g3xhprY2EwkJlZk12C0JNhYQpRLAhsyO5yFCbOXzMyakA1voJVRO9/At7D0BWx8FodLoeBffXP+f5LzHy8WXGnb/rIyK6tr6xvZzdzW9s7uXn7/oKGiRDKss0hEsuVRhYKHWNdcC2zFEmngCWx6w+uJ37xHqXgU3ulRjG5A+yH3OaPajG5Zt9TNF+yiPRVZBmcOhfJR7Zu/Vz6q3fxnpxexJMBQM0GVajt2rN2USs2ZwHGukyiMKRvSPrYNhjRA5abTVcfk1I8k0QMk0/fvbEoDpUaBZzIB1QO16E2G/3ntRPtXbsrDONEYMhMxnp8IoiMyaUx6XCLTYmSAMsnNloQNqKRMm7vkTH1nsewyNM6LTql4UTN3qMBMWTiGEzgDBy6hDDdQhTow6MMjvMCr5VsP1pP1PItmrPmfQ/gj6+0HramOyA==</latexit>

c5

<latexit sha1_base64="onwJKx2W+QB41UdSlkD2ZwaZoN8=">AAAB5HicbZC7TgJBFIbP4g3xhprY2EwkJlZk10i0JNhYQpRLAhsyO5yFCbOXzMyakA1voJVRO9/At7D0BWx8FodLoeBffXP+f5LzHy8WXGnb/rIyK6tr6xvZzdzW9s7uXn7/oKGiRDKss0hEsuVRhYKHWNdcC2zFEmngCWx6w+uJ37xHqXgU3ulRjG5A+yH3OaPajG5Zt9TNF+yiPRVZBmcOhfJR7Zu/Vz6q3fxnpxexJMBQM0GVajt2rN2USs2ZwHGukyiMKRvSPrYNhjRA5abTVcfk1I8k0QMk0/fvbEoDpUaBZzIB1QO16E2G/3ntRPtXbsrDONEYMhMxnp8IoiMyaUx6XCLTYmSAMsnNloQNqKRMm7vkTH1nsewyNM6LzkWxVDN3qMBMWTiGEzgDBy6hDDdQhTow6MMjvMCr5VsP1pP1PItmrPmfQ/gj6+0HryeOyQ==</latexit>

c6

<latexit sha1_base64="I6AzMBPs78mtATNrIM7IyifAyCY=">AAAB5HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwK97KEBvLBM0FkiXMTs4mQ2YvzMwKYckbaCVq5xv4Fpa+gI3P4uRSaOJffXP+f+D8x4sFV9q2v6zM0vLK6lp2PbexubW9k9/dq6sokQxrLBKRbHpUoeAh1jTXApuxRBp4Ahve4HrsN+5RKh6Fd3oYoxvQXsh9zqg2o1vWuejkC3bRnogsgjODQumg+s3fyx+VTv6z3Y1YEmComaBKtRw71m5KpeZM4CjXThTGlA1oD1sGQxqgctPJqiNy7EeS6D6Syft3NqWBUsPAM5mA6r6a98bD/7xWov0rN+VhnGgMmYkYz08E0REZNyZdLpFpMTRAmeRmS8L6VFKmzV1ypr4zX3YR6qdF56x4XjV3KMNUWTiEIzgBBy6hBDdQgRow6MEjvMCr5VsP1pP1PI1mrNmfffgj6+0HsKWOyg==</latexit>

cn

<latexit sha1_base64="spl0urA70bxhPOpLxv0/zVtYCLQ=">AAAB5HicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFhVsbAaDYBV2RdEyxMYyQXOBZAmzk7PJkNnZZWZWCCFvoJWonW/gW1j6AjY+i5NLoYl/9c35/4HznyARXBvX/XKWlldW19YzG9nNre2d3dzefk3HqWJYZbGIVSOgGgWXWDXcCGwkCmkUCKwH/euxX79HpXks78wgQT+iXclDzqixo1vWlu1c3i24E5FF8GaQLx5Wvvl76aPczn22OjFLI5SGCap103MT4w+pMpwJHGVbqcaEsj7tYtOipBFqfzhZdUROwlgR00Myef/ODmmk9SAKbCaipqfnvfHwP6+ZmvDKH3KZpAYlsxHrhakgJibjxqTDFTIjBhYoU9xuSViPKsqMvUvW1vfmyy5C7azgnRcuKvYOJZgqA0dwDKfgwSUU4QbKUAUGXXiEF3h1QufBeXKep9ElZ/bnAP7IefsBBESPAg==</latexit>

$31

<latexit sha1_base64="qzHEUbeduj1rdgjAlT2WTaPV1q8=">AAAB7HicbZA7T8MwFIVvyquUVwsT6hJRITFVCQ/BwFCJhbGV6ENKospxndaqY0e2U6mK+i9gQsDGr0Hs8GtwHwO0nOnzPcfSPTdMGFXacb6s3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f1AsHbaUSCUmTSyYkJ0QKcIoJ01NNSOdRBIUh4y0w+Hd1G+PiFRU8Ac9TkgQoz6nEcVIm5Hnj5BMaDe7cCfdYsWpOjPZq+AuoFIr+eXvxvFnvVv88HsCpzHhGjOklOc6iQ4yJDXFjEwKfqpIgvAQ9YlnkKOYqCCbrTyxTyMhbT0g9uz9O5uhWKlxHJpMjPRALXvT4X+el+roJsgoT1JNODYR40Ups7Wwp83tHpUEazY2gLCkZksbD5BEWJv7FEx9d7nsKrTOq+5l9aph7nALc+WhDCdwBi5cQw3uoQ5NwCDgCV7hzeLWo/VsvcyjOWvx5wj+yHr/Ab9ukY4=</latexit>

$32

<latexit sha1_base64="SG/GaK89Fq9tXzk9/HvbnKCNop0=">AAAB7HicbZA7T8MwFIUdnqW8WphQF4sKialKCggGhkosjK1EH1ISVY5701p1nMh2KlVR/wVMCNj4NYgdfg3uY4CWM32+51i65wYJZ0rb9pe1tr6xubWd28nv7u0fHBaKRy0Vp5JCk8Y8lp2AKOBMQFMzzaGTSCBRwKEdDO+mfnsEUrFYPOhxAn5E+oKFjBJtRq43IjJh3eyiOukWynbFngmvgrOAcq3olb4bJ5/1buHD68U0jUBoyolSrmMn2s+I1IxymOS9VEFC6JD0wTUoSATKz2YrT/BZGEusB4Bn79/ZjERKjaPAZCKiB2rZmw7/89xUhzd+xkSSahDURIwXphzrGE+b4x6TQDUfGyBUMrMlpgMiCdXmPnlT31kuuwqtasW5rFw1zB1u0Vw5VEKn6Bw56BrV0D2qoyaiKEZP6BW9WcJ6tJ6tl3l0zVr8OUZ/ZL3/AMDtkY8=</latexit>

$41

<latexit sha1_base64="K96X91Nl9Kuc83uRV7zCj4rB3vo=">AAAB7HicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr1ZX0k2wCK7KjFR04aLgxmUL9gEzQ8mkmTY0kxmSTKEM/Re6EnXnrxH3+mtMHwttPasv95zAPTdIOFPatr+s3Mbm1vZOfrewt39weFQsHbdVnEpCWyTmsewGWFHOBG1ppjntJpLiKOC0E4zuZn5nTKVisXjQk4T6ER4IFjKCtRm53hjLhPWymjPtFSt21Z4LrYOzhEq95JW/m6efjV7xw+vHJI2o0IRjpVzHTrSfYakZ4XRa8FJFE0xGeEBdgwJHVPnZfOUpOg9jifSQovn7dzbDkVKTKDCZCOuhWvVmw/88N9XhjZ8xkaSaCmIixgtTjnSMZs1Rn0lKNJ8YwEQysyUiQywx0eY+BVPfWS27Du3LqlOrXjXNHW5hoTyU4QwuwIFrqMM9NKAFBGJ4gld4s4T1aD1bL4tozlr+OYE/st5/AMDukY8=</latexit>

$42

<latexit sha1_base64="NvQt30BxqjLM4rxsKUwaFbThyFQ=">AAAB7HicbZBLSwMxFIUzPmt9tbqSboJFcFVmSkUXLgpuXLZgHzAzlEx6pw3NTIYkUyhD/4WuRN35a8S9/hrTx0Jbz+rLPSdwzw0SzpS27S9rY3Nre2c3t5ffPzg8Oi4UT9pKpJJCiwouZDcgCjiLoaWZ5tBNJJAo4NAJRnczvzMGqZiIH/QkAT8ig5iFjBJtRq43JjJhvaxWnfYKZbtiz4XXwVlCuV70St/Ns89Gr/Dh9QVNI4g15UQp17ET7WdEakY5TPNeqiAhdEQG4BqMSQTKz+YrT/FFKCTWQ8Dz9+9sRiKlJlFgMhHRQ7XqzYb/eW6qwxs/Y3GSaoipiRgvTDnWAs+a4z6TQDWfGCBUMrMlpkMiCdXmPnlT31ktuw7tasWpVa6a5g63aKEcKqFzdIkcdI3q6B41UAtRJNATekVvVmw9Ws/WyyK6YS3/nKI/st5/AMJtkZA=</latexit>

$51

<latexit sha1_base64="ql9quHzK0IqmSBWndp0yN1p/Z5o=">AAAB7HicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr1ZX0k2wCK7KjFh04aLgxmUL9gEzQ8mkmTY0kxmSTKEM/Re6EnXnrxH3+mtMHwttPasv95zAPTdIOFPatr+s3Mbm1vZOfrewt39weFQsHbdVnEpCWyTmsewGWFHOBG1ppjntJpLiKOC0E4zuZn5nTKVisXjQk4T6ER4IFjKCtRm53hjLhPWymjPtFSt21Z4LrYOzhEq95JW/m6efjV7xw+vHJI2o0IRjpVzHTrSfYakZ4XRa8FJFE0xGeEBdgwJHVPnZfOUpOg9jifSQovn7dzbDkVKTKDCZCOuhWvVmw/88N9XhjZ8xkaSaCmIixgtTjnSMZs1Rn0lKNJ8YwEQysyUiQywx0eY+BVPfWS27Du3LqnNVrTXNHW5hoTyU4QwuwIFrqMM9NKAFBGJ4gld4s4T1aD1bL4tozlr+OYE/st5/AMJukZA=</latexit>

$52

<latexit sha1_base64="MeUBPTumaM5DNappHoTMAmcNQa4=">AAAB7HicbZBLSwMxFIUzPmt9tbqSboJFcFVmikUXLgpuXLZgHzAzlEx6pw3NTIYkUyhD/4WuRN35a8S9/hrTx0Jbz+rLPSdwzw0SzpS27S9rY3Nre2c3t5ffPzg8Oi4UT9pKpJJCiwouZDcgCjiLoaWZ5tBNJJAo4NAJRnczvzMGqZiIH/QkAT8ig5iFjBJtRq43JjJhvaxWnfYKZbtiz4XXwVlCuV70St/Ns89Gr/Dh9QVNI4g15UQp17ET7WdEakY5TPNeqiAhdEQG4BqMSQTKz+YrT/FFKCTWQ8Dz9+9sRiKlJlFgMhHRQ7XqzYb/eW6qwxs/Y3GSaoipiRgvTDnWAs+a4z6TQDWfGCBUMrMlpkMiCdXmPnlT31ktuw7tasW5qtSa5g63aKEcKqFzdIkcdI3q6B41UAtRJNATekVvVmw9Ws/WyyK6YS3/nKI/st5/AMPtkZE=</latexit>

$61

<latexit sha1_base64="ag/OsiOP3K9Gb5pyEfgZXV+BOXU=">AAAB7HicbZA7T8MwFIVvyquUVwsT6hJRITFVCeI1MFRiYWwl+pCSqHJcp7Xq2JHtVKqi/guYELDxaxA7/BrcxwAtZ/p8z7F0zw0TRpV2nC8rt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tHxRLhy0lUolJEwsmZCdEijDKSVNTzUgnkQTFISPtcHg39dsjIhUV/EGPExLEqM9pRDHSZuT5IyQT2s2u3Em3WHGqzkz2KrgLqNRKfvm7cfxZ7xY//J7AaUy4xgwp5blOooMMSU0xI5OCnyqSIDxEfeIZ5CgmKshmK0/s00hIWw+IPXv/zmYoVmochyYTIz1Qy950+J/npTq6CTLKk1QTjk3EeFHKbC3saXO7RyXBmo0NICyp2dLGAyQR1uY+BVPfXS67Cq3zqntRvWyYO9zCXHkowwmcgQvXUIN7qEMTMAh4gld4s7j1aD1bL/Nozlr8OYI/st5/AMPukZE=</latexit>

$62

<latexit sha1_base64="/tQgVKsNXwW5A5JT5sjj/EMDeHw=">AAAB7HicbZA7T8MwFIUdnqW8WphQF4sKialKKl4DQyUWxlaiDymJKse9aa06TmQ7laqo/wImBGz8GsQOvwb3MUDLmT7fcyzdc4OEM6Vt+8taW9/Y3NrO7eR39/YPDgvFo5aKU0mhSWMey05AFHAmoKmZ5tBJJJAo4NAOhndTvz0CqVgsHvQ4AT8ifcFCRok2I9cbEZmwbnZVnXQLZbtiz4RXwVlAuVb0St+Nk896t/Dh9WKaRiA05UQp17ET7WdEakY5TPJeqiAhdEj64BoUJALlZ7OVJ/gsjCXWA8Cz9+9sRiKlxlFgMhHRA7XsTYf/eW6qwxs/YyJJNQhqIsYLU451jKfNcY9JoJqPDRAqmdkS0wGRhGpzn7yp7yyXXYVWteJcVC4b5g63aK4cKqFTdI4cdI1q6B7VURNRFKMn9IreLGE9Ws/Wyzy6Zi3+HKM/st5/AMVtkZI=</latexit>

$n1

<latexit sha1_base64="H08XiyP9eXaWn3U8HxSF2PwZDjM=">AAAB7HicbZBLTwIxFIU7+EJ8ga4Mm0Zi4orMGI0uXJC4cQmJIMnMhHTKBRo67aTtkJAJ/0JXRt35a4x7/TWWx0LBs/p6z2lyz40SzrRx3S8nt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tHxRLhy0tU0WhSSWXqh0RDZwJaBpmOLQTBSSOODxEw9up/zACpZkU92acQBiTvmA9RomxIz8YEZWwTia8SadYcavuTHgVvAVUaqWg/N04/qx3ih9BV9I0BmEoJ1r7npuYMCPKMMphUghSDQmhQ9IH36IgMegwm608wac9qbAZAJ69f2czEms9jiObiYkZ6GVvOvzP81PTuw4zJpLUgKA2Yr1eyrGReNocd5kCavjYAqGK2S0xHRBFqLH3Kdj63nLZVWidV72L6mXD3uEGzZVHZXSCzpCHrlAN3aE6aiKKJHpCr+jNEc6j8+y8zKM5Z/HnCP2R8/4DF/2RyQ==</latexit>

$n2

<latexit sha1_base64="vR7OFH02lX03qMEJ+MQ0tmnJmSQ=">AAAB7HicbZBLSwMxFIUz9VXrq9WVdBMsgqsyUxRduCi4cdmCfcDMUDLpnTY0kxmSTKEM/Re6EnXnrxH3+mtMHwttPasv95zAPTdIOFPatr+s3Mbm1vZOfrewt39weFQsHbdVnEoKLRrzWHYDooAzAS3NNIduIoFEAYdOMLqb+Z0xSMVi8aAnCfgRGQgWMkq0GbnemMiE9TJRm/aKFbtqz4XXwVlCpV7yyt/N089Gr/jh9WOaRiA05UQp17ET7WdEakY5TAteqiAhdEQG4BoUJALlZ/OVp/g8jCXWQ8Dz9+9sRiKlJlFgMhHRQ7XqzYb/eW6qwxs/YyJJNQhqIsYLU451jGfNcZ9JoJpPDBAqmdkS0yGRhGpzn4Kp76yWXYd2repcVq+a5g63aKE8KqMzdIEcdI3q6B41UAtRFKMn9IreLGE9Ws/WyyKas5Z/TtAfWe8/GXyRyg==</latexit>

Classes

Fig. 1. Fuzzy Cognitive Maps classifier

2.4 PSO-based FCM learning

FCM learning endeavours are commonly focused on building the adjacency ma-
trix based either on the available historical raw data or on expert knowledge.
FCM learning approaches could be divided into three categories [10]: Hebbian,
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population-based, and hybrid, mixing the main aspects of Hebbian-based and
population-based learning algorithm.

The goal of the Hebbian-based FCM learning approaches is to modify ad-
jacency matrices leading the FCM model to either achieve a steady state or
converge into an acceptable region for the target system.

Population-based approaches do not need the human intervention. They com-
pute adjacency matrices from historical raw data that best fit the sequence of
input state vectors (the instances of the dataset). The learning goal of FCM evo-
lutionary learning is to generate optimal adjacency matrix for modeling systems
behaviour.

In this sense, Salmeron et al. [11] proposed an advanced decision support
tool based on consultations with a group of experienced medical professionals
using FCMs trained with Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). Also, Salmeron
and Froelich [9] apply PSO for time series forecasting.

PSO is a bio-inspired, population-based and stochastic optimization algo-
rithm. The PSO algorithm generates a swarm of particles moving in an n-
dimensional search space which must include all potential candidate solutions.

In order to train the FCM adjacency matrices we take into account the
kth particle’s position (a candidate solution or adjacency matrix), denoted as
ϖk = (ϖk1

, . . . , ϖkj
) and its velocity, vk = (vk1

, . . . , vkj
). Note that each particle

is a potential solution or FCM candidate and its position ϖk represents its
adjacency matrix.

Each particle’s velocity and position are updated at each time step. The
position and the velocity of each particle is computed as follows

ϖk(t+ 1) = ϖk(t) + vk(t) (5a)

vk(t+ 1) = vk(t) + U(0, ϕ1)⊗ (ϖ̇k −ϖk(t)) + U(0, ϕ2)⊗ (ϖ̈k −ϖk(t)) (5b)

where U(0, ϕi) is a vector of random numbers generated from a uniform distri-
bution within [0, ϕi], generated at each iteration and for each particle. Also, ϖ̇k

is the best position of particle k in all former iterations and ϖ̈k the best position
of the whole population in all previous iterations and ⊗ is the component-wise
multiplication.

The PSO algorithm’s goal is to locate all the particles in the global optima to
a multidimensional hyper-volume. The fitness function used in this research is the
complement of the Jaccard similarity coefficient (J = (Y × Ŷ ) \J). The Jaccard
score computes the average of Jaccard similarity coefficients between pairs of
the sets of labels. The Jaccard similarity coefficient of the i-th samples, with a
ground truth label set and a predicted label set. The complement operation is
needed in terms of minimization of the fitness function. The Jaccard similarity
coefficient’s complement is computed as follows

J(yi, ŷi) = 1− |yi ∩ ŷi|
|yi ∪ ŷi|

(6)
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The fitness function is sampled after each particle position update and is the
objective function used to compute how close a given particle is in order to be
able to achieve the set aims.

3 Methodological proposal

3.1 Fundamentals

Distributed Artificial Intelligence is a subset of Artificial Intelligence that allows
the sharing of information among several agents or participants that interact by
cooperation, by coexistence or by competition. Such system manages the distri-
bution of tasks, being therefore more apt to solve complex problems, especially
if they involve a large amount of data.

One of the methods available to construct a distributed artificial intelligence
system is Federated Learning, proposed by McMahan et al. [5] and further de-
veloped in Konecny et al. [2] and McMahan and Ramage [6]. In such system, a
central server constructs a model, usually a neural network, and sends it to the
participants, who train the model in their private data. Their data never leaves
their local devices, therefore ensuring privacy and security. The parameters of
the participant’s model are then averaged to obtain a global model. This process
may be iterated till convergence.

Described in a formal way, a Federated Learning project is composed by a
central server and the participants. The central server is responsible for man-
aging the federated model and the communications with the participants. The
participants own the datasets and train the partial models. The whole process
is described in Figure 2 and it is as follows:

1. The central server sends a federated model to each participant. If it is the
initial iteration the federated model is proposed by the central server.

2. Each participant trains the received model with their own private dataset.
3. After the partial model is trained, each participant sends the parameters of

the model or its gradients to the central server, encrypted to ensure privacy.
4. The central server aggregates the partial model and builds the federated

model.
5. The central server checks the termination condition and if it is accomplished

the federated model is finished, otherwise the process goes back to step 1.

When the researchers at Google first defined Federated Learning, their initial
idea was to allow Android mobile phones to collaborative construct a prediction
model without migrating the training data from the phone (see McMahan et
al. [6] from the Google AI Blog). A first application they had was to use FL in
Gboard on Android, the Google Keyboard, which predicts the most probable
next phrase or word based on the user-generated preceding text. Recently, Fed-
erated Learning has improved this process, allowing the use of more accurate
models with lower latency, ensuring privacy and less power consumption.
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Fig. 2. Federated Learning process

One of the main advantages of Federated Learning is the promise of secure
and private distributed machine learning, but there are risks associated with
sharing data among several agents, such as the reconstruction of training exam-
ples from the neural network parameters, the uploading of private data from the
agents to the central server, and the protection of the models as intellectual prop-
erty of the companies. There is a large research interest in privacy-preserving
methods applied to Federated Learning, such as the application of Differential
Privacy, Secure Multi-Party Computation or Homomorphic encryption.

3.2 FCM distributed learning

The proposed methodology combines Federated Learning with learning FCMs
using Particle Swarm Optimization. The process is shown in Figure 3 and it is
explained as follows.

1. Triggering the Federated Learning process. The central server triggers the
process in the participants machines.

2. Training FCM in the local dataset. Each participant trains a local FCM with
their own dataset. The authors apply PSO but this methodology is agnostic
to the learning approach. The FCM dynamics is considered steady when the
difference between two consecutive vector states is under tol = 0.00001

3. Sending the trained adjacency matrices and local accuracy for this stage to
the central server. The local FCM is stored in the participant devices.
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4. Weighting local FCMs using accuracy. The central server aggregates the
local FCMs weighting by the accuracy. The aggregation method have been
detailed as Section 2.2.

5. Aggregating Federated and Local FCMs. The participants aggregate the
Federated FCM from the central server and their own local FCM.

6. Sending adjacency matrices and accuracy. Participants send again the local
adjacency matrices and the new local accuracy.

7. Checking termination condition. The central server checks if the Federated
process has been run 20 iterations as termination condition. If it is not
accomplished then it goes back to the step 4.

8. If the termination condition is accomplished then a Federated FCM is achieved.

Fig. 3. Proposed methodology

The main contribution of this paper is the application of Federation Learning
paradigm for privacy-preserving FCM distributed and coorperative learning.

4 Experimental approach

4.1 Dataset

Breast cancer is one of the most common cancers among women, accounting for
25% of all cancer cases that affect women worldwide. According to the American
Cancer Society, when breast cancer is detected early, and is in the localized stage,
the 5-year relative survival rate is 99%, which makes the early diagnosis of breast
cancer a main key in the prognosis and chance of survival of such types of cancer.

In recent years the use of Machine Learning algorithms in medicine has in-
creased exponentially, with applications such as EEG analysis and Cancer detec-
tion. For example, automatized algorithms have been use to examine biological
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data such as DNA methylation and RNA sequencing to infer which genes can
cause cancer and which genes can instead be able to suppress its expression.

In this paper the authors will use the Breast Cancer Wisconsin Dataset,
created by Dr. William H. Wolberg, physician at the University Of Wisconsin
Hospital at Madison, and made publicly available at the UC Irvine Machine
Learning Repository. The dataset comprises data from digitized images of the
fine-needle aspirate of a breast mass that describes features of the nucleus of the
current image of 569 patients, of which 212 are malignant and 357 are benign
cases.

The first two features correspond to the identifier number and the diagno-
sis status (our target). The remaining attributes are thirty real attributes that
measure the mean, the standard error, and the worst radius, texture, perimeter,
area, smoothness, compactness, concave points, concavity, symmetry, and frac-
tal dimension of the nucleus of the solid breast mass These data were obtained
using a graphical computer program called Xcyt, which is capable of perform
the analysis of cytological features based on a digital scan. More details can be
found in [13], [12].

4.2 Results

After 20 iterations of the Federated Learning process, the Fuzzy Cognitive Map-
based classifier is able to predict whether the tumor is malignant with an av-
erage accuracy of 0.9383 across all participants, improving the accuracy of a
single Fuzzy Cognitive Map trained in the whole data, and the accuracy in each
participant before the federation.

The goal of this paper is not the accuracy of the proposal but a distributed
and privacy-preserving approach. Nevertheless, our results are similar to the ones
found in literature [14].

Table 1. Results of the experiments

Accuracy Accuracy
Participant pre-Federated post-Federated

Learning Learning

1 0.7727 0.9091
2 0.9130 0.9130
3 0.8696 0.8696
4 0.9565 1.0000
5 1.0000 1.0000
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5 Conclusions

This paper proposes an innovative methodology for learning Fuzzy Cognitive
Maps with Federated Learning. It is a step forward for Distributed Artificial
Intelligence and accomplishes the privacy-preserving requirements of the society.

In addition, the authors have developed a method for distributed Fuzzy Cog-
nitive Maps that improves the accuracy of both the algorithm trained in the
whole dataset in a local node and the participant’s algorithms before the Feder-
ated Learning process.

This method was applied to a cancer detection problem, obtaining an accu-
racy of 0.9383. The participants in this process do not share their private data,
therefore forming a privacy-preserving distributed system.
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